Minutes of today's meeting: 1/30/2006

Agenda:
1. Reflect on the findings of Jam-O-Drum Baseball from PirateFest.
2. Brainstorm ideas for "The Wall" at the PNC Park
3. Decide about the 1/4 presentation
4. Project Room decoration
5. Decide upon meeting with Bean, and Vivisimo, Inc.

Details:
1. Have updated "JoD Baseball list of changes.xls" and put it into \randon\Pirates\Research\Guest Testing\PirateFest.

2. Final four candidates for the pitch:
   - Bus (Suitcase with interactive map) idea
   - Newspaper clipping idea
   - Chatting guys' idea (Gray 'n Crawford) (Directional Audio)
   - Dynamic lockers' idea

Shall post a more detailed description soon.

Other ideas/features which were considered:
- Baseball tossing idea; hold baseball talk
- Baseball tickets as rewards
- Trivia questions w/ answers idea (Ben Franklin type)
- Illegal gambling idea
- Photograph idea (Harry Potter/Pink Panther style)
- Drive bus around the city idea
- Showmanship idea
- Tall tales idea
- Interactive illustrate

3. 1/4 presentation:
   - Got to decide upon the presentation map.
   - Work on presentation format/layout.

4. Project Room decoration:

   Underway... we need to finish this by the weekend though (i.e., before Friday)

5. Additional meetings with
   
   - Vivisimo, Inc; have emailed Don, he should let us know when we're meetin' with them.
- Bean @ hardware problems of Jam-O-Drum.

Next meeting:
Date and Day: Tomorrow Tuesday, January 31, 2006
Time: 2pm shuttle time!
Agenda:
- Further on The Wall; more detailed ideas.
- Vivisimo, Inc, if at all

As for JoD, as we discussed, it's more or less going to be like an on going work for the semester. Whenever we ain't doing anything specific for either The Wall or the "Crystal Ball" thingie, we should be working on JoD Baseball game check-list and work towards accomplishing the list of changes.